(1) Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form:

1. Jane (not/drink) ______ tea very often.
2. What time (the banks/open) ______ in Britain?
3. Where (John/come) ______ from?
4. It (take) ______ me an hour to get to work.
5. She (not/wake) ______ up early on Sundays.

(2) Choose the right verbs to complete the sentences. Sometimes you need the negative:

write - turn - eat - tell - rise

1. The earth ______ around the sun.
2. The sun ______ in the east.
3. Vegetarians ______ meat.
4. A liar is someone who ______ the truth.
5. A novelist __________ novels.

**Put the verbs into the correct tense (simple present or present progressive)**

1. Look! Sara (go) __________ to the movies.
2. On her right hand, Sara (carry) __________ her handbag.
3. The handbag (be) __________ very beautiful.
4. Sara usually (put) __________ on black shoes but now she (wear) __________ white trainers.
5. And look, she (take) __________ an umbrella

**Write questions in present perfect simple.**

1. They / finish / their homework -
2. She / visit / her friend -
3. The maid / clean / the house -
4. He / drive / the van -
5. You / ever / write / a poem -

**Choose the verb form that can be used in each of the following sentences:**

(A) I don’t think the window….yet

1. has repaired 2. was repaired  was being repaired  4. Was being repaired 5. has been repaired

(B) Yesterday he asked my cousin……….. to his house.

1. go 2. went 3. goes 4. has gone 5. to go

(C) When we reached the cinema, John said, “This is the first time….here”

1. I am coming 2. I am going 3. I have been 4. we are coming 5. we visit

(D) If you had warned Ahmed, he …on time, but he was late.

1. will come 2. Would have come 3. Would come 4. Had come 5. Will have come

(E) I hope we…..the game at Omdurman this evening.

1. win 2. winning 3. shall have won 4. will be winning 5. would win

(F) The man got out of his car,……..round to the back and opened the boot.
(G) He fell over some planks......lying around

(H) We went to John’s house but we were too late. He.....already so we could not see him.

(I) She put the sugar in a tin in an attempt ......the ants from getting at it.

(j) When he comes to see us he usually...something with him.